Honda generator 3000 remote start

Honda offers a wide variety of accessories to complement your generator. See all generator
accessories. Learn more about parallel capability. Make your EU series generator even more
versatile with parallel kits, DC charging cables, and more. Learn more about how to install this
accessory here. Or, to learn how to unpair the remote start kit from your generator. Please note:
you can only parallel two identical units together. Make transporting your EUis more convenient
with this 4 wheel kit. Transfer switches are essential to safely connect a generator to your
home. Learn more about transfer switches here. Honda offers a wide variety of transfer
switches in different styles and sizes. Your local dealer can assist you in choosing the right one
for your home. The UTS is an advanced automatic transfer switch. It offers adaptive load
management automatic load shedding and a UPS battery back up connection. GenTran's
transfer switches can be expanded up to 16 circuits during installation. Designed for generators
ranging from watts to 12, watts, these models are available in 6, 10, and 12 circuit expandable
configurations. Reliance offers 8 and 10 circuit turn-key transfer switches. These models are
totally pre-wired and do not require additional feeder breakers. Protect your investment with
one of our custom fitted water resistant generator covers, available in several colors and styles.
No-Spill fuel cans feature a unique thumb button control for more precise fueling. All cans
feature a high flow rate, are CARB compliant, and have child resistant features. Information
about Honda's response to Covid Generator Accessories. Honda offers several kits and cables
as optional accessories. Wheel Kit Make transporting your EUis more convenient with this 4
wheel kit. Transfer Switches Honda offers a wide variety of transfer switches in different styles
and sizes. GenTran Transfer Switches GenTran's transfer switches can be expanded up to 16
circuits during installation. Reliance Transfer Switches Reliance offers 8 and 10 circuit turn-key
transfer switches. Covers Protect your investment with one of our custom fitted water resistant
generator covers, available in several colors and styles. Lighting Kits Light up the night with
your Honda generator. Battery Tenders Use these fully automatic battery tenders to keep your
generator's battery in top condition. No-Spill Fuel Cans No-Spill fuel cans feature a unique
thumb button control for more precise fueling. Connect with Us. Shopping Tools. Honda
Products. Customer Support. Company Info. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. The kit comes supplied with a hand held
transmitter and auto choke that is programmed to control choke duration. Connections are
made to the back of the ignition switch which can be simply removed from the generator then
reinstalled. The signal is RF which travels through walls and barriers not requiring line-of-sight.
Special tools are provided to ease your install. Skip to main content. You can return the item for
any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns.
How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it!
Fastest delivery: March 23 - In stock on March 8, Order it now. Add to Cart. Secure transaction.
Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment
security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold
by. Cycle City Inc. Honda Generator Compatibl Include Add a Protection Plan:. Drops, spills and
cracked screens due to normal use covered for portable products and power surges covered
from day one. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Most claims approved
within minutes. Add No Thanks. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Image Unavailable Image not
available for Color:. Brand: Generator-Line. Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart Add
both to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Sold by
Cycle City Inc. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold by Hardware Sales Inc.. Customers who
viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page.
Featured items you may like. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request.
Please try your search again later. Compare with similar items. Product information Package
Dimensions 6. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United
States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. Installation instructions were good. Watch the video on the website - it helps
significantly. Remote works well, but I am admittedly a little disappointed in the range. My
generator at my cabin is 70' away and the remote struggles to communicate. I have to wave it
around, and sometimes have to step outside and walk toward my generator shed to get it to
work almost defeats the purpose of a remote. Wish there was something I could do to improve
the range. Other than that it works as advertised. Yes, I suppose if you have a soldering tool,
sure no problem. But I never saw it mentioned that that was a necessary component to the
installation. I do not have one of these tools and so I suppose I will have to return it. What a

waste of time and effort. Please be clear for the people who do not regularly install things of
what we might expect from this. You need some specific tools. One person found this helpful.
Besides some of the horrors of this product. I put them all aside. This remote kit IS awsome.
Easy install and the range of the remote was buy far better than some have reported. Had my
wife bring the remote into the house to farthest room from our garage, and worked flawlessly.
So knowing all them test worked. Not a bad install, range is acceptable, we had the Gen about
10 feet from the rear of the camper, left the keychain hanging half way up the camper by the
door, 26 ft, no issues with signal. Easy enough to install. Video instructions were great. Use
with my sleep-in horse trailer Love it. The remote has 2 buttons for starting, one works perfectly
for a warm day and the works perfectly for a cold day. The colder start holds the choke closed
and cranks a little longer. It is a well designed and quality product. Not too hard to install.
Watching the online installation video will speed up the installation process. So nice to be able
to stay in the camper on a cold night and start and stop the generator. Well worth the price. This
kit was super easy to install and works perfect. Well thought out design right down to the form
fitting servo mount plate. My only complaint is I didn't purchase it sooner. This remote for the
Honda EU generator works well, pretty good range. It was fairly easy to install. See all reviews.
More to consider from our brands. Pages with related products. There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping.
Autocare Depot. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Includes free shipping to all 50 States. To ensure your
complete satisfaction, please read the full product description below before placing your order.
This 4 Function wireless remote control kit was designed specifically for the Honda EUiS, it is
not a one size fits all. All installation instructions for all Pinellas Power Products kits are in an
easy to follow step by step video, on a USB flash-drive included in each kit. Please take a
moment to watch the product videos above to see all the features this product has to offer. The
Honda EUiS quickly set the standard for what a watt generator should be when Honda first
released it years ago. It was the first mass produced electric start inverter generator to hit the
US market and there was no looking back. Our Honda EUiS 4 Function wireless remote control
kit sets the standard for remote controls, ours is the most advanced most feature packed model
on the market today. The choke operation is fully automatic, controlled by a temp sensor that is
included in the kit. Nobody else has a remote control system for the Honda EUiS with this many
features. We have tested this unit at our location and found an unobstructed range of almost
feet, obstructions and weather conditions will affect the range of this unit. An optional long
range transmitter is available to extend the range to almost Ft. Please take a look at our other
products for the Honda EUiS. BUTTON 4 Outlet control press for one second to turn bottom 20a
outlet off and press again to turn it back on the default position is the outlet in the on position. If
you have one of these generators but you are not comfortable installing the kit yourself, contact
me for assistance. This item has been tested and verified to fit US models, however this product
will work on many different international models. All installation instructions refer to US models.
All product development and testing is done at our location in Brooksville Florida. This Item has
been tested and verified to work properly at temperatures from 40 degrees Fahrenheit to
degrees Fahrenheit. Dan Mace verified owner â€” July 3, Just finished installing my long range
remote on my brand new Honda EUiS. Install was quick and easy. Paul has engineered this to a
tee. Thanks for making this product available. Adrian Kemps â€” March 20, Everything was
easily installed as shown by the video. Very clean designed kit with all needed hardware. Great
product. Rick Schaub verified owner â€” April 8, I watched the video a couple times before the
remote start kit arrived. It was very easy to install and took me just over an hour. It works
perfect. I can control the EUiS in my pole barn from the house. Being able to control the ECO
mode is a big advantage. Excellent product! D Meadows â€” May 11, Great remote start product
â€” install video is easy to follow along, I had a Canadian version with a few differences from
the install video â€” one the Cold Climate Technology on the crack case intake just gently move
it out of the airbox and up out of the way , and the other being the easier Canadian wiring to the
20amp plug â€” simply replace the stock red wire and change the kit wire to a 90 degree
insulted spade and plug into the fuse reset. I switched my relay from being normally on to
normally off â€” 87 to 87A. Paul any thoughts on putting the relay on the Paul Wolaver verified

owner â€” May 13, If you want to use the remote to turn the I like to use extra heavy duty relays
as you may have noticed I use a 50 amp relay on the 20 amp outlet. Your email address will not
be published. Please click on the Product Details tab just below the photos for full technical
details. Shipping weight 2 pounds. Quantity shown above the add to cart button is the exact
quantity in stock right this second. We ship world wide. This kit comes with Two Transmitters
but you can purchase extras from my website. This kit can be installed in about 1 hour and 30
minutes from start to finish. Features and Benefits There are no extra switches to deal with; the
Pinellas Power Products Wireless Remote Control kit uses the stock key switch to power up the
radio receiver. Auto choke function is controlled by a temp sensor that is included with the kit.
Auto choke function works with remote kit or key start. In the possible event of an auto choke
failure, manual choke is still functional for starting. In the possible event of a remote control
failure the normal starting and operation of the generator will not be affected. The start and stop
harness plugs into the factory harness connect
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ions so few individual wire connections are required. The radio receiver has low voltage cut out
function to protect unit relays if battery voltage drops below Remote control will not function
until battery is charged. This does not affect recoil or key starting Do not leave the unit in
standby mode for more than 2 days because this can drain the battery, unless you are using a
Honda battery maintainer, part number HPE or BMS or a solar battery maintainer. Maintenance
procedures and specifications are not changed by the installation of this kit. Overload
protection, low oil shut down, ground fault, and all safety features are unaffected by the
installation of this kit. Up to 8 remotes can be programmed for use with each remote kit. The
remote key fob is protected by a sliding cover to reduce the chance of pocket dialing. Rated 5
out of 5. Paul Wolaver verified owner â€” May 13, If you want to use the remote to turn the Add a
review Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

